












Text Mining Analysis of Career Planning Documents Created by My Students
Kazushige IKUTA
Liberal Arts, Tokushima Bunri University
Abstract: A learning support website was constructed using Moodle in 2012 and has been used in my classroom. 
The students in my classes can experience student-based and cooperative activities on the Moodle website. In 
a class called “Information Communication C,” the students can improve their writing proficiency in Japanese 
by enjoying making letters to a newspaper and career planning documents. This paper provides the results of 
the text mining analysis of career planning documents created by my students. The results indicate that the 
graphs of word co-occurrence networks and correspondence analyses contribute to comprehending what my 
students are thinking. I want to accumulate the visual information and exploit it in mentoring. 
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ࡗࡓࡓࡵ㸪ᩥ Ꮠᩘࡣ 446Ꮠ࠿ࡽ 1165Ꮠࡲ࡛ᵝࠎ࡛
࠶ࡿࠋࡑࢀ࡟ᑐᛂࡋ࡚㸪ᢳฟㄒᩘࡣ 13࠿ࡽ 41ࡲ
࡛ࡤࡽࡘ࠸࡚࠸ࡿࠋ














































ᅗ 4ࡢCase 10࡜ᅗ 7ࡢ Case 27ࢆぢࡿ࡜ศ࠿ࡿ
ࡼ࠺࡟㸪ᩥ Ꮠᩘࡀ 600Ꮠྎ࡛ᢳฟㄒᩘࡀ 20ㄒᙅ࡛
ࡶ㸪㊃࿡ࡸ௙஦࡟ᑐࡍࡿᏛ⏕ࡢᛮ࠸ࢆ᥎ࡋ㔞ࡿࡇ
࡜ࡣ࡛ࡁࡑ࠺࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋ㸪ᅗ 3 ࡢ Case 1 ࡸ
Case 5ࡢࡼ࠺࡟㸪ᩥᏐᩘࡀ 800Ꮠ௨ୖ࡛ᢳฟㄒᩘ
ࡀ 20ㄒࢆ㉸࠼࡚࠸ࡿሙྜ࡜ẚ㍑ࡍࡿ࡜㸪ㄞࡳྲྀࢀ
ࡿ᝟ሗࡣ᱁ẁ࡟ᑡ࡞࠸ࠋࡲࡓ㸪ᅗ 5ࡢ Case 13ࡸ




















� 10 Case 1 ���
� 11 Case 1 ��������
� 12 Case 1 � Word Cloud
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ࡲࡎ㸪ᅗ 3ࡢ Case 1࡜ᅗ 13ࡢ᭱ୖẁ㸪ࡍ࡞ࢃ
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